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KoMOtJKOB M.M. 
3aBIICIIMOCTb CTOXaCTIItJeCKOro pa,nII06IIOJIOrlI'IeCKOro 
3cpq>eKTa OT ,U03bI npII oueHKe pa,nIIal.(IIOHHOro pIICKa 

E19-99-295 

BbmOJIHeH aHaJIII3 peJyJibTaTOB Ha6mo.uem-1it B3attMOCB513II .uoJa - 3cpcpeKT na 
KJieTOtJHOM II opraHII3MeHHOM ypOBH5IX C ueJibIO YTOtJHeHJ{}I K03q>q>IIUIIeHTOB pIIC
Ka npII MaJibIX ,U03aX. PeJyJibTaTbI Ha6JIIO,UeHII51 npe,UCTaBJieHbI .UBYM51 npoTIIBOTTO
JIO)l(HbIMH rpynnaMII 3aBHCHMOCTeii 3cpcpeKTa OT ,U03bI: Ha,nJIIIHeHHOH I-I TTO,UJIHHeii
HOH. O6a THIIa 3aBIICHMOCTeH OIIIICb!BaIOTC51 perneHII5IMII ypaBHeHII51 npe.unoJiarae
MOro e.!l,IIHOfO 3all.lIITHoro MexaHH3Ma II3 .UBYX COCTaBJrnIOll.lHX: BpO)l(.!l,eHHOll 
(KOHCTIITYTIIBHOH) II a.naTTTIIBHOH 1-IJIII HH.Uyl.(II6eJibHOH. AHaJIH3 IIOCJie,UHIIX .uaH
HbIX no Ha,nJIIIHeHHbIM 3aBIICIIMOCT51M IIOKa3bIBaeT 3HatJIITeJibHyIO He,UOOl..(eHKY no 
cpaBHeHIIIO c peKOMeH,UaUII5IMII MKP3 pa.nIIal.(IIOHHOro pIICKa BCex B1-I,UOB paKa, 
KpOMe JieitKeMIIH, ,UJI51 HeKOTOpbIX KpIITIItJeCKIIX rpynn ll3 nonyJI5IUIIII, npII MaJibIX 
,U03aX o6JiyqeHII51. C poCTOM ,U03bl Ha6JIIO,UaeTC51 CHII)l(eHne BeJIHtJHHbl 3cpcpeKTa Ha 
e,UIIHHUY ,U03bl, 'ITO, B03MO)l(H0, CB513aHO C BKJIIOtJeHHeM aKTIIBHOCTH a,nanTIIBHOro 
3all.lHTHOro MeXaHII3Ma npII npeBbillleHHH HeKOTOpbIX noporoBbIX 3HatJeHHH ,U03bl. 

Pa6orn BbITTOJIHeHa B OT,UeJieHIIH pa,nIIaUIIOHHblX II pa.nwo6HOJIOrHtJeCKHX 1-IC
CJie,UOBaHIIH OH5Il1. 

TTpenpHHT Ofuenm1eHHOro HHCTHTyra sinepHblX HCCJle/lOBaHHii. Jly6tta, 1999 
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The analysis of the results in dose - effect relationship observation has been 
carried out on the cell and organism level, with the aim to obtain more precise data 
on the risk coefficient at low doses. The results are represented by two contrasting 
groups of dose dependence on effect: a downwards concave and a J-shaped curve. 
Both types of dependence are described by the equation solutions of an assumed 
unified protective mechanism, which comprises two components: constitutive and 
adaptive or inducible ones. The latest data analysis of the downwards concave de
pendence curves shows a considerable underestimation of radiation risk in all 
types of cancer, except leuceumia, for a number of critical groups in a population, 
at low doses comparing to the ICRP recommendations. With the dose increase, the 
decrease of the effect value per dose unit is observed. It may be possibly related to 
the switching of the activity of the adaptive protective mechanism, with some 
threshold dose values being exceeded. 

The investigation has been performed at the Division of Radiation and Radio
biological Research, JINR. 

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 1999 



l, INTRODUCTION · 

One of the main pmposes of radiological protection is the determination of the 
radiation risk (RR) level. RR evaluations are committed generally to:,control 
health effects of exposure and to establish exposure limits. The formalized basis 
of these activities are the safety standards, as well as recommendations of the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). According to.these 
documents to evaluate the risk W, irrelevant to the dose, it is necessary only to 
multiply two values: the ionizing radiation dose Hand-the risk coefficient W', the 
values of the latter .tabulated. [l]. The main merits of this linear no-threshold 
(LNT) hypothesis are its simplicity and ability to be used for the collective dose. 
But numerous facts, however, contradict the LNT hypothesis (as in [2-7],.for 
example). The most striking example of the controversy are two mutually 
excluding predictions for humans, exposed to irradiation after the Chernobyl 
accident [8,9]. J.W.Gofman predicts that " ... the accident at the Chernobyl 
Nuclear power Station (ChNPS) will cause 3_00.000 .lethal outcomes from 
malignant tumours ... " [8]; .T.D.Luckey informs on a 20.000 prevention of.lethal 
outcomes from cancer in republics, subjected to the aftermath of the ChNPS 
accident. This contradiction is the result_ of the authors'· attempts to rely· on 
different dose - effect relationship for the same radiation environment and 
conditions. The contradiction will grow into a grave problem if we take into our 
consideration the fact that the LNT hypothesis critics separated into two 
confronting groups. Members of the -first one support views, which are· partially 
close to Gofman's, members of the second hold the views of Luckey. Schematic 
dose-effect relationship in representation of the two groups G ( downwards 
concave curve) and L (J-shaped curve) are shown in Fig. I. The given data show 
a kind of uncertainty_ area: Inside this area, straight Hnes show the dose-effect 
relationship, which are the basis for.the ICRP Recommendations in Publications 
26 [10] and 60 [l]. All the presented dependence lines must intersect in the area 
of epidemiological data, which are, principally, their. basis. The epidemiological 
data basis is formed by the results of the survey of a cohort of Japanese survivors 
after atomic bombardment. These data, taken as a basis of the ICRP 
Recommendations [l], areinthe interval of0.2 to 3 Sv. Atdoses less than 0.2 Sv 
there is the extrapolation zone which goes to 10-5 Sv - the negligible individual 
dose admitted in the USA [11]. Thus, the extrapolation zone covers four orders, 
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in dose values as well as in effect values, if the LNT dependence is accounted for 
in the last case. Concerning radiation situation and irradiation impacts almost all 
population of the Earth is covered by the extrapolation zone. In· this aspect, the 
high significance of extrapolation models for epidemiological data in low dose 
studies becomes obvious. 

The given paper, on the basis of the Two Protective Mechanisms (TPM) model 
[12], analysis the results of the recent years' studies which present examples of 
the dose - effect relationship of G- and L-type (Fig. I). Evaluations of risk 
coefficients for the dose - effect relationship of G-type are made on the basis of 
the analysis, 'and they are compared to the analogeous ones, obtained with the 
LNT dependence. 

2.DOSE- EFFECT RELATIONSHIP, TYPE L. 

On the cell level, the example of the L-relationship is the data from papers [ I 3, 
14]. They are shown in Fig.2 together with the results of their analysis on the 
basis of the TPM model (12]. According to this model the effect (i.e. the 
dicentrics' yield) is presented by two components: 

W=Wn-Wa' (I) 

where Wn is the dicentrics' yield ( the formation probability) in the'absence of 
effective adaptive or inducible repair, Wa - the successful adaptive or inducible 
repair yield, W - the resulting yield of dicentrics. The TPM model allows to 
present the formulae for Wn and Wain the following way: 

Wn=l-(1-Wc)exp(- µ0D), 

Wa=[(l-Wc) vµr/(µ 0 -µ,.)][exp(-µaD)- exp( -µnD)]. 

(2) 

(3) 

Here µn is the constituent or innate radiosensitivity (alteration of the number of 
cells which escaped the primary damage effect, per one and the same such cell 
and per dose unit), µa - adaptive or inducible radiosensitivity (alteration of the 
number of cells which escaped the effect due to the action of the adaptive or 
inducible protective mechanism, per one cell and per dose unit), v is the average 
number of induced repair per one primary lesion (the coefficient of capabilities 
of the adaptive protective mechanism [12]), We is the effect probability (i.e. 
dicentric yield) in the control. Under the concept of the primary damage any 
damage is ment, which lead or could lead (in case of no adaptive or inducible 
repair) to the discussed effect (dicentric). The dependence of the primary damage 
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Fig. I Dose - effect (W). relationship in different presentations, We -
spontaneous effect (background). 
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Fig.2 Analysis of the dicentric yield dependence in the lymphocyte culture 
on the dose of X-ray radiation on the basis of TPM model: 
Wn is the yield (formation probability) of dicentrics, with no account to the 
adaptive or inducible repair, Wa is the yield of adaptive or inducible repair, 
W is the resulting yield of dicentrics. 
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on the dose is represented in fonnula (2), in Fig.2 it is shown with a dotted line. 
The broken line is described with fonnula (3} and shows the yield of adaptively 
or inducibly, successfully reparated cells. The first component in 1(3) represents 
the yield of all adaptive or inducible repair, the second - unsuccessful repair 
(miss-repair). The full line shows the resulting yield of dicentrics (W). The µn, 
µa, v obtained by the best agreement method of the calculated and measured 
values of the dicentric yield, comprise relatively, 0.00047 cGy-1, 1.62 cGy-1 and 
5. 97. The analysis of fonnula:(3) shows a maximum in the dependence of Wa on 
D. The Dm dose, when the Wa maximum is observed,'can be obtained with (4): 

Dm=ln(µa/µn)/(µa-µn ). (4) 

In our case the value ofDm is approximately eqqal to 5 cGy. 
The effect value per dose unit or risk coefficient [I] is described by the 

derivative Won the dose, which, at low doses (µD<<l), takes the following 
fonn [12]: 

W' = (1-Wc)(l-v)µn. (5) 

Inserting the observed (We) and the obtained values µn, v into (5), we receive 
the risk coefficient of -0.2 Gy-1

. Minus before the figure means a decrease in the 
dicentric yield with the dose growth. 

Thus, the linear dose - effect relationship may be accepted on the cell level of 
the induction effects of the X-ray radiation with the dicentric fonnation in the 
lymphocyte culture only at doses much lower than I cSv and with the decrease of 
the effect, while the dose rises, due to the yield in the control. It is caused by the 
activation of the adaptive protective mechanism, which make_s the basis of the 
TPM model [12]. It is proved in paper [7] in the fonn of "activation of the 
damage control". 

On the level of human organism two papers - [15], [16] - may be regarded as 
examples of L-relationship. The papers present one type of the effect, lung 
cancer, as a result of the ionizing radiation exposure. On the basis of the TPM 
model we analyze results [16], as the analysis of results [15] is presented in 
paper [12]. The epidemiological survey data [16] are given in Fig.3 by the dose 
dependence on the disease and/or on the lung cancer death RR resulting from an 
exposure to X-rays in radiotherapy and fluoroscopy. The analysis of the observed 
results was perf onned with the following fonnula: 

RR= W/Wc = (Wn - Wa)!Wc = RRn - RRa, (6) 

4 

where RRn is the relative risk under the condition of only the innate protective 
mechanism (innate immunity, [17]), RRn is the relative risk prevented by the 
action of the adaptive protective mechanism (adaptive immunity, [17]). The 
components of the RRn and RRa relative risk are described with (2), (3) and (6) 
at the following value definitions: ~ - the innate radiosensitivity (the alteration of 
the number of people who avoided cancer fonnation due to the innate protective 
mechanism only, per person and per dose unit),~ - the adaptive radiosensitivity 
(the alteration of the number of people who avoided cancer fonnation due to the 
adaptive protective mechanism action, ·per person and per dose unit), v - the co
efficient of capabilities of the adaptive protective mechanism(mean number of 
people who are capable to avoid cancer due to the action of the adaptive 
protective mechanism or the adaptive immunity, per one cancer nidus, with the 
action of the innate protective mechanism only). The control effect or the 
probability of spontaneous cancer diseases and/or deaths (We) is adopted 0.03, 
according to the data, presented i_n paper [3]. The analysis results are given in 
Fig.3. The values µn, ~. v are · obtained from the best agreement condition of 
calculation of the observed results and estimated ones. Assumptions a priori were 
used concerning the value ~. which was chosen close to the radiosensitivity 
value for miners, whose adaptive protective mechanism'is mainly depressed [12]. 
The obtained values comprised µn = 0.02 Gf1, ~ = 0.59 Gy-1

, v = 1.87, W' =-
0.017 Gy-1, Dm = 5.9 Gy. 

Summarizing, we state that the analysis of the discussed formulae and results 
allows to assume that the L-type of the dose - effect relationship takes place at 
v> I, i.e. when the active ability resource of the adaptive protective mechanism is 
sufficient not only for the damage elimination after ionizing irradiation, but for 
the removal of a part of spontaneous damage. It is observed in the region of low 
doses. However, with the increase of the dose and the amount of the adaptive 
radiation-induced damage, the relative yield of the adaptive protective 
mechanism in damage removal grows lower and lower.. The decrease in the 
activity. of the adaptive protective mechanism can be the cause of it, after passing 
the maximum at Dm. The dose-effect relationship of the similar quality is 
presented in paper [7]. The model, suggested by the authors of [7], like the TPM 
model, is a resulting effect of two components, one of which (adaptive) is 
described by two terms. The similiarity of the dose - effect relationship analysis, 
type L, in the present paper and in paper [7], testifies the efficiency of the TPM 
model. 
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Fig.3 Relative risk (RR) of disease and/9r death from lung cancer as a 
result of human exposure toX-rays or gamma-rndiation: 
I - RR in the condition of innate protective mec~anism only, 
2 - prevented RR due to adaptive protective mechanism, 
3 - resulting RR and the observation results ( •[l 7]). 
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Fig.4 The yield of SI mutations per I 00,000 survived mammalian cells at 
their irradiation with alpha particles 90 keV/µm (•[18]); two variants of the 
analysis are presented: the first one - inducible repair starts acting at two a
particles through a nucleus (I - mutation yield in the absence of inducible repair -
Wn, 4 - prevented by inducible repair mutation yield - Wa, 3 - resulting mutation 
yield - W}, the second one - inducible repair starts acting at three a-particles 
through a nucleus (I - W0 , 5 - Wa, 2 - W). 
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Fig.5 Dose - effect relationship in cells of different biological objects: 
HT29 human lines, V79 Chinese hamster lines and root meristem of barley bffains 
- fitting results by the TPM observation data. 
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3. DOSE - EFFECT RELATIONSHIP, TYPE G 

On the cell level G - relationship may be represented by the data from papers 
[18-21], together with the analysis results (Fig.4) and fitting (Fig.5). The data 
analysis of paper [18] is conducted with formulae (1)-(3). There, Wis the yield 
of mutations, D is a-particle number through a nucleus, µn and µa are 
radiosensitivity, constitutive and inducible, respectfully, a-particles through a 
nucleus-' ( a-1

): It was supposed during the aqalysis that the adaptive or inducible 
protective mechanism set out acting witt/two a-particle~ through a cell nucleus 
(the first variant) or with three a-particles ( the second variant). The analysis 
resulted in the following values: · 
in the first vari~t - µn = 0.00106 a-1, µa= 0.0408 a-1, v ~0.83, 
in the second variant - µn = 0.00106 a-1

, µa= 0.357 a-1, v =1.9 .. 
The variant analysis results differ considerably, but in both cases a decrease is 
observed in the effect per a-particle (dose unit) after 2-3 a-particles through the 
nucleus, which is characteristfo of the G- relationship·. The percentage of dead 
cells of the HT29 line of human tumour is determined as the diversity between 
the initial percentage of cells (100%) and the survived cells' percent, measured in 
paper [19]. The data for the cell V79 line of the Chinese hamster are taken from 
paper [20], for the' cells of barley root meristem "- from paper [21 ]. "The effect 
alteration per dose unit in the interval of 5-50 cGy or 2-3 a-partides in the 
frames of the TPM model is interpreted as the beginning of the action of the 
adaptive or inducible protective mechanism. 

On the organism level the G-type dose - effect relationship is presented by the 
data from papers [22, 23], shown in Fig.6 together with the results of the analysis 
at doses lower than 40 cSv (weighted colon dose H). The analysis was done with 
(7). 

ERR= RR - I = (l-We)(l-1)/We, (7) 

where ERR is the excess of the relative risk; RR is the relative risk, and f is 
determined in [12] with formula (8) for the case of the adaptive protective 
mechanism Oij sev,eral levels. ( cell, tissue, organism): 

i=m V. µ . . 
f=ex~-µnH)+ ~ '_ n {exP[-µa;(H-H;)]-exP[-µn(H-H;)]} (8) 

i=O µn µai 
at (H-H;) ~ 0 and H0 = 0. 

In accordance with the foundations of the TPM model, µ,, is accepted constant 
in relation to the H dose, the adaptive radiosensitivity f.la; and the coefficient of 
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capabilities of the adaptive protective mechanism 11 are presented changing 
discretely on the boarders of the dose region i and i+ 1; and they remain constant 
in the interval between the boarders. The regions' boarders J!lay be interpreted as 
a recurrent level of the adaptive protective mechanism (the cell level, the tissue 
level, the organism level); which starts acting at the dose H;. The line on Fig.6 is 
the results of the observed dat& fitting with formula (8) at m=I and H,=3.8 cSv. 
The analysis was not conducted a_s there could be a possibie influence in the 
result inhomogeneity of a Japanese cohort bn the innate radios~nsitivity. Fig. 7 is 
the extension of Fig.6 into the high dose regiqn. ·The data presented there, are 
borrowed from paper [23] for the dose intervals bigger than those in paper [22]. 
The values µ,,, f.la; and 11 are found from the best agreetrient condition of the 
calculated and measured values (Fig.6, 7); the effect prooability in the We control 
(background risk) is assumed to be equal to 0.28 death from solid cancer [23]. 

The excess of the absolute risk (EAR) of death from leukemia among Japanese 
of both sexes and all ages is presented in Fig.8. Also, there are the fitting results 
of the observed data with the following formula of the TPM model: 

> ; •• C ,. ' • ·• ' 

EAR= (1-Wc)Ci-fr (9) 

The background risk from leukemia (We) is assuniedto be equal to 0.006 on data, 
base [23]. : · · 

Death probability (W) per dose unit (W') or the risk coefficient can be obtained 
with the following formulae: 

W' =(EAR)'= We(ERR)'. (10) 

The results of the W' determination at the dose, going to "0", are shown in the 
table; in the same table, for comparison, the values of W' from other papers are 
given. It may be concluded from the table that the values of the risk coefficient 
change more than one order, depending on the method of determination, dose 
range and the initial information. The ICRP Recomm~ndations are not considered 
to be the evaluations overestimating the risk, as some specialists think [2-4]. The 
risk coefficient determination at low doses with results' extrapolation to high 
doses, as ICRP recommend [I], may lead to grave errors. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Nowadays, we have to admit thatthe forecast of consequences of exposing 
humans to radiation, especially at low doses, tends to a great extend of 
uncertainty. It is testified by the facts as well as by the model estimations. In 
human population exposed to radiation, there is always a group,. whose health 
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Fig.6 Excess of the relative risk (ERR) of death from all types of cancer 
except leukemia among the inhabitants of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, subjected to 
the atomic bombardment at the age of 30: 
•, o - the results of epidemiological surveillance with definition into small ( at low 
doses [22]) and large intervals [23], respectfully, 
- - results of the TPM model fitting. 
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Fig. 7 Excess of the relative risk (ERR) of death from all types of cancer 
except leukemia among the inhabitants of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, subjected to 

the atomic bombardment at the age of 30: 
• - epidemiological surveillance results [23], - - TPM fitting results. 
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Risk coefficients, death from cancer W' 
(different data and determination methods) 

Cancer type Category of Determination 
exposed humans methods 

all all linear no-thres-
all hold model 

leukemia (LNTM) 

leukemia Japanese, at dose 10 cSv 
age 30 

solid Japanese men LNTM at dose 
age 30 < 300 cSv 

solid Japanese men LNTM at dose 
age 30 < 50 cSv 

solid Japanese men LNTM at dose 
age 30 < 5 cSv 

solid Japanese men TPM model, 
age 30 LSM** at dose 

going to 0 

leukemia Japanese TPM model, 
LSM** at dose 
going to 0 

Table 

Year, 
references 

1972 - 1990 
1990, ICRP 

1972-1990; [I] 

1996(9] 

1996 [9] 

present paper* 

present paper* 

present paper 
on data base (8] 

present paper 
on data base [8] 

*) The W' value is obtained as a multiplication of death probability from 
spontaneous cancer during life-time (0.28) by the value of the relative risk excess 
of death from cancer in Japanese men, who were 30 years old at the time of 
bombardment, per I Sv [8]. 
**) LSM -the least square method. 
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Fig.8 Excess of the absolute risk (EAR) of death from leukemia among the 
inhabitants of Hiroshima and Nagasaki during the observation period, from 1950 
till 1990: • - epidemiological surveillance results, 
- - TPM fitting results. 
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damage must be evaluated with maximum risk values, which are much higher 
than those recommended by ICRP. At the same time, in the human population 
exposed to radi~tion there can be found a ·group, to whom the risk is negligible, it 
can even take negative. val~es, like in the exposure at doses on the . pr_ofession~ 
workers level. The ICRP recommendations cannot be considered the upper 
overestinrnted evaluatio~ _ of the risk, . as. many specialists believe. One of _the 
conditions to increase the· trustworthiness of radiation risk evaluati~n is the 
necessary information about people radiosensitivity and their protective . system 

: - . . ' . .. ' 
reserves. 
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